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Indirect tests of remembering have revealed two different patterns of priming following genera-
tion and reading tasks: (1) read words produce more priming than generated words, which
produce little or no priming relative to new words, and (2) both read and generated words show
reliable and equivalent priming. In a series of six experiments using both mixed and blocked
presentation of encoding tasks, we confirmed that the word fragment completion task reliably
produced the first pattern of results whereas we found that the masked word identification task
almost always produced the second pattern of results. Only when three different tasks were
presented in a blocked design during encoding did the identification task lead to less priming
for generated than for read words. We conclude that the brief presentation of a whole word in
the masked word identification task makes contact with an initial interpretive encoding that
includes records of conceptual as well as perceptual operations performed during encoding.
q 1997 Academic Press

In the early 1970s, a new conception of 1984) and in the idea of transfer appropriate
memory emerged. It began with the emphasis processing (Morris, Bransford, & Franks,
on processing inherent in the levels of pro- 1977). Under these views, memory contained
cessing framework (Craik & Lockhart, 1972) not the products of processing but a record of
and with the encoding specificity principle the actual processes themselves. Remember-
(Tulving & Thomson, 1973) that stressed the ing was successful to the extent that the same
interplay between encoding and retrieval. processes were applied at encoding and re-
These fundamental ideas came together in the trieval, resulting in successful transfer of pro-
work of Kolers (1976; Kolers & Roediger, cessing.
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462 MACLEOD AND MASSON

that tap conscious recollection and on indirect in theory development correspond to the pat-
tern set out by this rule. Roediger (1990) andtests that tap unconscious remembering.
Roediger and McDermott (1993) review many

DATA-DRIVEN AND CONCEPTUALLY DRIVEN studies, especially those using the indirect
PROCESSING word fragment completion test, where sub-

jects must try to produce a target word thatFor Roediger, Weldon, and Challis (1989),
most indirect tests that measure memory im- fits a set of missing letter constraints, as in

the example ‘‘s--at-r.’’ The repeated findingplicitly, without requiring awareness, are es-
pecially sensitive to data level or perceptual is that having read the word ‘‘sweater’’ earlier

leads to a considerably higher probability ofencoding operations. Thus, changes in stimu-
lus form or modality from study to test have completing the fragment than does having

generated the word ‘‘sweater,’’ whereas thea strong impact on tests such as word fragment
completion (see Roediger & McDermott, opposite is true on direct tests of recognition

or recall. Priming is greater for read than for1993, for a review). In contrast, traditional
direct tests that measure memory explicitly, generated words on the word fragment com-

pletion test.tests such as recall and recognition, are tuned
primarily to the conceptual level or meaning-

INITIAL INTERPRETIVE ENCODING ANDful encoding operations. Elaborations that fo-
SUBSEQUENT ELABORATIVE ENCODINGcus attention on meaning during encoding es-

pecially benefit conscious recollection. In this In earlier work, we observed a different pat-
tern of results (Masson & MacLeod, 1992).way, Roediger has modified transfer appro-

priate processing to capture both ways of re- The test we used was masked word identifica-
tion (often called ‘‘perceptual identification,’’membering.

One of the definitive experimental manipu- though we see this as a misnomer for reasons
that will become clear). Here, the subject seeslations used in the service of this processing

distinction is the read versus generate proce- a word presented very briefly, on the order
of 30 ms. This presentation is immediatelydure. Here, subjects either read words pre-

sented in isolation (e.g., ‘‘horse’’) or produce masked, and the subject’s task is to identify
the word by saying it aloud. Jacoby (1983b)them from a clue (e.g., ‘‘the animal that a

cowboy rides - h?’’). It is well established that showed that a reading encoding task produced
better identification than did an antonymprior generation benefits direct tests dramati-

cally relative to reading (Slamecka & Graf, generation encoding task (hot-?; generate
‘‘cold’’), a result that we replicated when we1978). What is intriguing is that the reverse

is sometimes true for indirect tests, where used antonyms (Masson & MacLeod, 1992,
Experiment 2). But we observed that the prim-reading can actually result in superior remem-

bering (e.g., Jacoby, 1983b; Roediger, 1990). ing accruing to generated versus read words
was usually identical for a wide range of gen-Typically, such implicit remembering is in-

dexed by improvement due to repeated pro- eration rules, from definitional phrases to fa-
mous names to synonyms. This was contrarycessing of a stimulus, often called priming.

In their writings, Roediger and his col- to the rule for indirect tests following a Read/
Generate manipulation, and conflicted withleagues even suggested that the Read/Gener-

ate pattern be used as a sort of litmus test the word fragment completion pattern.
On this basis, we argued for a different viewfor when a memory test is data driven versus

conceptually driven (see Roediger & Blaxton, of encoding and retrieval, more in keeping
with Graf and Mandler’s (1984) earlier ac-1987; Roediger et al., 1989). To capture this

in the form of a simple rule, if Generate ú count and other more recent accounts (e.g.,
Nelson, Schreiber, & Holley, 1992). OurRead, then conceptually driven; if Read ú

Generate, then data-driven. claim was that subjects produced two encod-
ings at the time of study. The first we calledStill, the majority of the results that the

Roediger group has reported and emphasized the initial interpretive encoding, recorded im-
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463PRIMING PATTERNS ON TWO INDIRECT TESTS

mediately upon encountering every stimulus, FLUENT REMEMBERING

and incorporating conceptual as well as per- The idea of a studied word easily coming
ceptual aspects of stimulus processing. We to mind on a masked word identification test
maintained that the re-enacting of this initial is intimately tied to the concept of fluency in
interpretive encoding was primarily responsi- remembering, a concept that Jacoby and his
ble for priming on subsequent indirect tests colleagues pioneered (e.g., Kelley & Jacoby,
such as masked word identification. Thus, 1990). When prior processing is related to
whether generated or read, a word would show subsequent processing, that later processing
priming on such a test. However, the second will benefit from the enhanced ease with
encoding, the elaborative encoding that could which the processes can be rerun. Further-
also be created given time or incentive, domi- more, the fact that the previous episode comes
nated performance on direct tests, explaining to mind more easily may lead the subject to
why generated words were better recognized. experience a sense of fluency, and that sense

There is other evidence consistent with our may in turn lead to an attribution of ‘‘remem-
account. As one illustration, Strain, Patterson, bering.’’
and Seidenberg (1995) have shown that read- There is increasing support for this position.
ing a word aloud in isolation, a situation where Jacoby and Dallas (1981, p. 333) expressed it
conceptual aspects of the word might be early on in contrasting performance on recog-
thought to be irrelevant, nevertheless is sensi- nition and masked word identification tasks:
tive to conceptual components of the word. In ‘‘Subjects may base their recognition memory
their study, the rated imageability of the word decision on judgments of the relative fluency
influenced the time to read the word aloud. of their own performance.’’ In their studies
Evidently, conceptual aspects of words are re- of false recognition (Jacoby & Whitehouse,
cruited quite routinely and unconsciously. 1989) and of reading and making judgments

More recently, we have extended our ac- about words (Whittlesea, Jacoby, & Girard,
count, arguing that reprocessing a word is en- 1990), these investigators have reinforced this
hanced by the greater ease with which that idea further. Put simply, conscious remember-
word comes to mind, not the increased ease ing is an attribution made on the heels of fluent
with which it is perceived (Masson & Mac- reprocessing.
Leod, 1996). To test this idea, we modified

CONFLICTING RESULTS IN MASKED WORDthe masked word identification task. One mod-
IDENTIFICATION AND WORD FRAGMENTification used a forced choice identification

COMPLETIONtest in which the target display was followed
by two probe words, one of which matched Our primary goal in this article is to explore

a conflicting data pattern in the literature. Re-the target. The other modification used a sin-
gle probe word. By presenting the probe dis- call that word fragment completion shows

greater priming for read than for generatedplay after the target, we expected that subjects
would emphasize evaluation of the probe items whereas masked word identification typ-

ically shows equivalent priming for these twoitem(s), abandoning their reliance on the ease
with which a candidate word came to mind. encoding conditions. Yet Weldon (1991, Ex-

periment 1) has obtained in masked wordBoth modifications caused priming for studied
targets to vanish. Yet when we inserted a de- identification the pattern characteristic of

word fragment completion. Given that shelay between the target and single-probe dis-
play and required subjects to attempt to iden- used phrase definitions as her generation con-

dition (very similar to materials we had usedtify the target prior to the appearance of the
probe, priming returned. Thus, consistent with in Masson & MacLeod, 1992, Experiments 1

and 7), there is a fundamental and troublingour account, only when task demands induced
subjects to rely on the ease with which a can- inconsistency between our studies. The exper-

iments to be reported in this article are aimeddidate word comes to mind did the effect of
prior exposure materialize. at locating the source of this discrepancy.
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464 MACLEOD AND MASSON

There is, of course, a more fundamental important variations to be described within
each experiment.data conflict: Why do different priming pat-

terns occur in masked word identification and
GENERAL METHODword fragment completion? Our answer relies

on the difference in the test stimulus presented Subjects. The subjects were undergraduate
students who volunteered to participate in re-to the subject. In word fragment completion,

the subject sees only part of the word; in turn for extra credit in an introductory psy-
chology course or for a $5.00 payment. Sub-masked word identification, the subject sees

the entire word, albeit only briefly. We pro- jects in Experiments 1–4 were students at the
University of Toronto at Scarborough; thosepose that the partial word information in the

word fragment completion test tends not to in Experiments 5 and 6 were students at the
University of Victoria.recruit prior conceptual encodings automati-

cally, instead emphasizing perceptual problem Materials. The materials used in Experi-
ments 1–4 were taken from Weldon (1991),solving in the form of letter insertion and

lexical search (as suggested by Nelson, and were a subset of those used by Weldon
and Roediger (1987, Experiment 2). TheyKeelean, & Negrao, 1989, Experiment 4).

Thus, the Read condition, with its greater per- consisted of 60 target words, their definitions,
and their fragment forms (used only in Experi-ceptual overlap between encoding and re-

trieval, results in more priming. In contrast, ment 3). Following Weldon (1991) and Mas-
son and MacLeod (1992), a stimulus presentedthe complete word shown in the masked word

identification task does make contact with to elicit generation during encoding consisted
of the definition plus the first letter of the tar-both the conceptual and the perceptual encod-

ings, which coalesce in the form of the initial get word (e.g., an archer shoots a bow and -
a?). Because these materials are used so ex-interpretive encoding. The result is equivalent

priming for both the Read and Generate condi- tensively here, and because they have not been
presented elsewhere, we present the set in thetions.

Even this explanation, however, cannot ac- Appendix.1 The materials used in Experiments
5 and 6 were 80 items of the same form ascommodate the Weldon (1991, Experiment 1)

result where greater priming was observed for the Weldon (1991) materials but were taken
from Masson and MacLeod (1992, Experi-the Read condition than for the Generate con-

dition in masked word identification. This ment 1) with slightly modified definitions in
some cases. In addition, 14 practice, 10 filler,conflict must be resolved. In the series of six

experiments that follows, we work through the and 50 pretest target words were selected for
Experiments 5 and 6.possible experimental reasons for the discrep-

ancy between her results and ours using the In Experiments 1–4, an independent ran-
dom assignment of target items to encodingmasked word identification task and, in Exper-

iment 3, the word fragment completion task. tasks was used for each subject, with 20 items
in each of the Read, Generate, and New condi-The factors to be examined across this series

of experiments, both separately and inter- tions. In Experiments 5 and 6, target items
were divided into lists of 20 items each andactively, are (1) materials and test instructions

(Experiment 1), (2) between versus within the assignment of these lists to encoding tasks
was counterbalanced across subjects so thatsubject designs (Experiments 2 and 3), (3)

general laboratory differences (Experiment 3), each item appeared equally often in each en-
coding task.(4) blocking versus mixing encoding tasks

(Experiments 4–6), and (5) number of encod- Apparatus. Experiments 1–4 were con-
trolled by an IBM-AT compatible microcom-ing tasks (Experiments 5 and 6). We will ex-

plain how and why we examined each of these
factors as we introduce each experiment. To 1 We are grateful to Mary Susan Weldon for providing
minimize redundancy, we begin with an over- her materials and for giving us permission to reprint them

in the Appendix.view of the general method, leaving only the
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465PRIMING PATTERNS ON TWO INDIRECT TESTS

puter with a color VGA monitor. The program SOCIATE). In Experiments 5 and 6, the first
four trials in each encoding task were practice.was written in QuickBasic 4.5 and used the

The masked word identification task wasroutines given by Graves and Bradley (1987,
used in the test phase in all but Experiment1988) to achieve synchronization with the
3, where the word fragment completion taskmonitor refresh cycle. In Experiments 5 and
was used. No mention was made of the rela-6, stimuli were presented on a Macintosh II
tion between the encoding phase and the indi-microcomputer equipped with two mono-
rect test. In masked word identification, all 60chrome monitors. Software was written to
or 80 target words were presented in a randomsynchronize screen displays with the moni-
order for a fixed duration, followed by a pat-tors’ refresh cycle. One monitor was used to
tern mask. Subjects attempted to identify eachpresent stimuli to the subject. The other moni-
word. In all but the ‘‘forced’’ condition oftor, which could not be seen by the subject,
Experiment 1, subjects could pass when theywas used to present the target stimulus to the
could not think of a response.experimenter. For both computer systems,

In Experiments 1, 2, and 4, each target ap-stimuli appeared as black lowercase letters
peared near the left edge of the middle lineagainst a white background.
of the monitor for 28 ms and was followedProcedure. In the study phase of each ex-
by a mask consisting of a row of 14 amper-periment, subjects engaged in one or more
sands. Time to produce a response on eachencoding tasks. For the Read task, a single
trial was unlimited. Once the subject had re-word appeared either left-justified on the mid-
sponded, the experimenter pressed a key todle line of the monitor (Experiments 1–4) or
indicate accuracy on that trial and to initiateat the center of the monitor (Experiments 5
the next trial, which began after a 500-msand 6). The task was to read the word aloud.
blank interval. Two practice trials precededFor the Generate task, a definition plus letter
the 60 experimental trials.

restrictor appeared on the monitor instead of
In Experiments 5 and 6, displays appeared

a single word. The subject’s task was to use
at the center of the monitor. Each trial began

the definition and first letter constraint to gen-
with a 255-ms presentation of two hyphens

erate and say aloud the intended word. In Ex- separated by two more blank characters than
periments 1–4, failures to produce the in- the number of characters in the upcoming tar-
tended word were left uncorrected and there get. The target then appeared between the hy-
was a 500-ms blank between successive items. phens for 30 ms before the whole display was
In Experiments 5 and 6, subjects were told the replaced by a mask. The character making up
intended word when they failed to generate it. the mask string was ?, X, or &, depending on
A third encoding task, the Associate task, was the subject’s performance on a set of 50 pre-
used only in Experiments 5 and 6. In that task, test trials involving these masks. The pretest
a target word appeared as in the Read task, trials were run immediately after the study
and the subject read the target aloud and then phase and consisted of five trials with a mask
said the first word that came to mind. consisting of a row of ‘‘:’’ characters, then 15

When subjects performed multiple encod- trials with each of the other three masks. The
ing tasks, these were presented either in mixed masking character that came closest to pro-
or in blocked format. In the mixed format, ducing 50% correct target report was chosen
trials from each task were randomly inter- for use in the critical trials. Ten filler items
mixed. In all but Experiment 6, it was clear were randomly intermixed with the 80 critical
either from the stimulus or by the use of targets used in Experiments 5 and 6 (60 from
blocked presentation of encoding tasks what the study phase and 20 new), so that half of
task to perform on each trial. In Experiment the targets would be new words.
6, each trial began with a 1-s presentation of In Experiment 3, a word fragment comple-
a single word that cued the subject of the ap- tion test was given instead of the masked word

identification test. Each word fragment waspropriate task (GENERATE, READ, or AS-
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466 MACLEOD AND MASSON

presented at the left side of the middle line on tasks. Because these targets were not encoded
by subjects in Experiments 1–4, they werethe computer monitor until the subject re-

sponded, or until 12 s elapsed. As in Experi- functionally new items at the time of test so
it was deemed best not to include them. Thisments 1, 2, and 4, there were two practice

test trials before the 60 experimental test trials exclusion of missed Generate items raises the
concern that item selection effects may leadbegan.

After the indirect test was completed, sub- to an overestimate of performance in the Gen-
erate condition. To allay this concern, we re-jects were given a direct test of memory. This

test was included simply to assure that the analyzed the data from each experiment in-
cluding the missed Generate items. In all casesstandard generation advantage was present on

a direct test of memory. In Experiments 1–4, but one to be discussed below, this treatment
resulted in the same pattern of significant ef-this test was a recognition test. Each of the

60 targets appeared in a new random order, fects as that found when missed Generate
items were excluded. In general, we take thisleft justified on the center line of the monitor,

until the subject orally responded YES or NO. outcome to mean that item selection effects
did not play a role in the results we report.Because all words on this test had appeared

on the earlier indirect test, subjects were in- Our previous work (Masson & MacLeod,
1992), also found that conditionalized analy-structed to respond YES only to those items

that had appeared during the study phase, ig- ses produced the same pattern as uncondition-
alized analyses, probably because the proba-noring the indirect test phase. In Experiments

5 and 6, the direct test was free recall. Subjects bility of correct generation is usually high
(i.e., greater than .80).were required to write down as many words

from the study phase as they could remember. We also note that, in the context of Experi-
ments 1–4, including missed Generate itemsThey were cautioned against including words

that had appeared only on the masked word in the analyses constitutes a strict test of the
possibility that exclusion of such items pro-identification test.

The experimenter kept track of the accuracy duced an item selection effect. Thus, although
it is reassuring to find that including theseof each subject’s oral encoding and test re-

sponses by pressing appropriate keys on the items leaves the pattern of results unaltered,
it is less clear what to make of a case wherecomputer keyboard. In Experiments 1–4 ac-

curacy was tracked by having the experi- inclusion of missed Generate items causes the
pattern to change. Such a change could be duementer follow a printed protocol prepared

prior to the testing of each subject. In Experi- either to item selection or to the fact that
missed Generate items were never encoded byments 5 and 6, accuracy on each trial was

determined by information presented on the subjects and therefore functioned just like new
items.experimenter’s monitor.

Data analysis. Each experiment in this arti-
cle was analyzed in a similar way, with the EXPERIMENT 1
Type I error rate set at .05 for all statistical

Given the contrasting patterns of results oftests. Analyses of performance on the indirect
Masson and MacLeod (1992) and Weldonand direct tests are reported separately. Data
(1991, Experiment 1) in the masked wordfrom at most a few subjects in each experi-
identification task, our first goal was to makement were discarded when performance on the
comparison of the two studies more straight-masked word identification task was at ceiling
forward. Could the choice of materials haveor floor. Including such subjects would have
been crucial? This seemed unlikely given thatreduced the likelihood of finding differences
Masson and MacLeod used definition-likebetween conditions.
items in their Experiments 1 and 7, materialsWords that were not correctly generated in
very much like those of Weldon. Neverthe-the Generate encoding task were excluded

when scoring performance on the memory less, to be careful and thorough, we began
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TABLE 1

EXPERIMENT 1: MEAN PROPORTIONS OF CORRECT RESPONSES IN MASKED WORD IDENTIFICATION AND

OF YES RESPONSES IN RECOGNITION AS A FUNCTION OF ENCODING TASK AND TEST INSTRUCTION

Masked word identification Recognition

Test instruction Generate Read New Generate Read New

Free report .58 .57 .31 .98 .69 .14
(.30) (.30) (.23) (.06) (.13) (.16)

Forced report .60 .66 .46 .95 .63 .16
(.25) (.26) (.26) (.05) (.20) (.12)

Note. Standard deviations are shown in parentheses.

by replicating our procedure using Weldon’s 3 analysis of variance (ANOVA) with instruc-
tional group (free, forced) and encoding taskmaterials.

We thought that a more likely candidate (Generate, Read, New) as factors indicated a
reliable encoding task effect, F(2,68)Å 36.23,for explaining the different patterns was the

instructions given to subjects at the time of MSe Å 0.016. There was no effect of instruc-
tion nor did instruction and encoding task in-test. Weldon required her subjects to provide

a response on every trial, with no omissions teract, both Fsõ 2.0. The encoding task effect
was probed by two further ANOVAs that in-permitted. We had permitted our subjects to

pass when no response came to mind. We cluded instructional group as a factor. Com-
parison of the Generate and New conditionsrefer to these as the forced and free response

conditions, respectively. Could the different revealed reliable priming, F(1,34) Å 41.48,
MSe Å 0.017. The main effect of instruction,patterns of results have been caused by differ-

ent response output criteria due to this instruc- however, was not reliable, although the inter-
action between instruction and encoding tasktional difference? To determine the answer,

we carried out the experiment both ways. approached significance, F(1,34) Å 3.46, p õ
.08. The second ANOVA compared perfor-

Method mance in the Generate and Read conditions:
There were no reliable effects in this analysis,Thirty-six subjects were divided evenly

over the two instructional conditions. An addi- all Fs õ 1.3. Power to detect a difference of
.09 between these two conditions (an effecttional four subjects were discarded for ceiling

or floor performance. Subjects in the ‘‘free’’ size based on that obtained by Weldon, 1991,
Experiment 1, as well as in Experiment 5 ofcondition were to try to identify the word

aloud, passing if they wished; subjects in the the present article), was estimated to be
greater than .85. Thus, we are quite confident‘‘forced’’ condition were required to give a

written response on every trial, with passing in the equivalence of the priming in the Gener-
ate and Read conditions.not permitted.

The mean proportions of hits and false
Results and Discussion alarms in the recognition test are shown at the

right side of Table 1. An ANOVA applied toThe mean proportions of items in the Gen-
erate task that were not correctly produced performance on just the studied items (hits),

with the variables of instructional conditionduring the encoding phase were .16 in the
forced group and .09 in the free group. There (free, forced) and encoding task (Generate,

Read), indicated that subjects were reliablywere no errors on Read items for either group.
The mean proportions of correctly identified more successful in recognizing words from

the Generate as compared to the Read condi-items on the masked word identification test
are shown at the left side of Table 1. A 2 1 tion, F(1,34) Å 108.00, MSe Å 0.015. There
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468 MACLEOD AND MASSON

was no reliable effect of instruction nor was lated within subject (a single group studied a
mixed list), but not when encoding task wasthere an interaction between instruction and

encoding task, both Fs õ 2.0. The standard manipulated between subjects (different
groups studied pure lists). They concluded thatGenerate advantage for direct tests replicated

here. generating a subset of the target words inhib-
ited processing of target words in the ReadUsing Weldon’s (1991, Experiment 1)

definitional materials and our procedure (Mas- condition when the two tasks were mixed,
making subjects ‘‘lazy readers.’’ Thus, we un-son & MacLeod, 1992) produced the same

pattern of results in masked word identifica- dertook to compare these two types of designs.
For consistency, we continued to use Wel-tion as we had observed in our prior experi-

ments, not the pattern Weldon had found. Fur- don’s definitional materials and our ‘‘free’’
response test instructions.thermore, this was true for her stringent identi-

fication instructions as well as for our lenient
Methodidentification instructions. Thus, the differ-

ence between our previous studies was not a The 48 subjects were divided equally over
consequence of either materials or instruc- the three encoding conditions: Mixed, Be-
tions. Indeed, our pattern—equivalent prim- tween-Generate, and Between-Read. An addi-
ing for the Generate and Read conditions— tional four subjects were discarded for ceiling
apparently is very robust in the face of mate- or floor performance. The procedure for the
rial and instruction changes. We will have to Mixed study condition was identical to that in
look elsewhere to explain why Weldon found Experiment 1. For the two between subjects
less priming for generated than for read words conditions, the only change from Experiment
in her study. 1 was that subjects did only one task during

encoding, either generating 40 words or read-
EXPERIMENT 2

ing 40 words. Subjects in the two between
The next step was to examine the generality subjects conditions were yoked, such that cor-

of the pattern we had observed in masked responding subjects studied exactly the same
word identification both in our previous work words in exactly the same order. The 20 extra
(Masson & MacLeod, 1992) and in Experi- studied words for the subjects in each of the
ment 1. We decided to manipulate whether between subjects conditions were not included
the Read/Generate manipulation took place in the analyses.2

within or between subjects. Weldon had
Results and Discussionblocked the encoding tasks, such that subjects

always completed all of the trials of one en- The mean proportions of words that sub-
coding task before beginning the next one. jects failed to generate correctly in the encod-
In contrast, we had always randomized the ing phase were .09 in the Within condition
encoding trials. Switching to a between sub- and .09 in the Between-Generate condition.
jects design from our standard within subject There were no errors in reading words during
design seemed like an even more extreme de- the encoding phase. The mean proportions of
sign change. Would a priming difference correctly identified words in the masked word
emerge between the Generate and Read condi- identification test, conditionalized on correct
tions in a between subjects design? responding in the encoding phase, are shown

Certainly, design effects can be powerful in at the left hand side of Table 2. These means
memory studies, as shown by Begg and his
colleagues (Begg & Roe, 1988; Begg &

2 The pattern of results for the extra 20 words thatSnider, 1987; Begg, Snider, Foley, & God-
were either read or generated in the two between-subjectsdard, 1989) in the context of a Read versus
conditions was very similar to that for the yoked critical

Generate manipulation. They found an advan- items, as expected. The same was true in Experiment 3,
tage for Generate over Read on a recognition so, in the interest of avoiding redundancy, we have not

presented analyses of those data.memory test when encoding task was manipu-
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TABLE 2

EXPERIMENT 2: MEAN PROPORTIONS OF CORRECT RESPONSES IN MASKED WORD IDENTIFICATION AND

OF YES RESPONSES IN RECOGNITION AS A FUNCTION OF ENCODING TASK AND DESIGN

Masked word identification Recognition

Design Generate Read New Generate Read New

Within .54 .59 .29 .97 .77 .12
(.20) (.21) (.22) (.07) (.17) (.14)

Between-generate .51 — .34 .97 — .09
(.31) (.30) (.04) (.14)

Between-read — .73 .56 — .82 .33
(.25) (.30) (.13) (.19)

Note. Standard deviations are shown in parentheses.

indicate that there was a similar amount of was a between subjects comparison, power to
detect a difference of .09 between these twopriming for words in the Generate and Read

conditions in both designs. conditions was lower, estimated at .45.
Two matters regarding the indirect test dataPriming effects were tested using a set of

ANOVAs. First, an ANOVA on proportion in Experiment 2 warrant further comment.
First, it was in the within subject data of Ex-correct in the within subject condition found

a reliable difference among the three encoding periment 2 that we observed the only instance
of a difference between the analyses condi-conditions, F(2,30) Å 24.36, MSe Å 0.018.

Planned comparisons showed that there was a tionalized on correct generation and the corre-
sponding unconditionalized analyses. Thereliable priming effect in the Generate condi-

tion when compared to the New condition, three unconditionalized means were .59 for
Read, .50 for Generate, and .29 for New. ThisF(1,15) Å 19.12, MSe Å 0.027, but that the

difference between the Generate and the Read time there was a reliable difference in priming
favoring Read over Generate, F(1,15) Å 7.17,conditions was not significant, F(1,15)Å 2.39,

MSe Å 0.009. Using the .09 effect size de- MSe Å 0.010. Because this apparent Read ad-
vantage did not arise in the unconditional anal-scribed in Experiment 1, power to detect such

a difference between these two conditions was yses of the 11 experiments reported by Mas-
son and MacLeod (1992) nor in any of theestimated to be greater than .75.

Second, a mixed factor ANOVA with en- other experiments reported in the present arti-
cle, we are inclined to see it as uninformative,coding task (Generate, Read) as a between

subjects factor and prior exposure (Generate/ particularly given the arguments made in the
General Method section.Read, New) as a repeated measures factor was

applied to the data from the between subjects The second matter that warrants comment
is the considerably better performance of thedesign. This analysis indicated that, averaging

across old and new items, proportion of cor- Between-Read group in contrast to both the
Between-Generate and the Within groups.rect identification was higher in the Read

group than in the Generate group, F(1,30) Å Note that this was true for both the studied
items and the new, unstudied items. Although7.75, MSe Å 0.142, and that more old items

(Generate/Read) were identified than New obviously speculative, we offer a possible ex-
planation. It may be that the uninterrupteditems, F(1,30) Å 44.35, MSe Å 0.016. The

interaction between encoding task and prior practice at reading words on the screen during
study provided a general advantage to allexposure was not significant, F(1,30) Å 1.61,

p ú .20, indicating that priming was similar items on the indirect masked word identifica-
tion test. After all, masked word identificationin the Generate and Read groups. Because this
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470 MACLEOD AND MASSON

is a sort of difficult reading test. The difficulty and ours is that we used conceptual generation
cues at the time of encoding, whereas Beggof reading the masked words may have been

reduced when the reading practice during used word fragments in his experiments. This
difference may be crucial because even ourstudy was twice as long as in prior studies and

uninterrupted by Generate trials. recognition test results did not look like
Begg’s: Recognition accuracy in the presentConsider now recognition test performance,

which is summarized as mean hit and false experiment was greater for Generate than for
Read words, even when this comparison wasalarm rates on the right side of Table 2. As

usual, in both designs, subjects were more made between subjects. The combination of
Read and Generate tasks used here, then, doeslikely to recognize generated than read words.

For the within subject design, an ANOVA not appear to produce the inhibited reading
process described by Begg and his colleagues.found the Read and Generate hit rates to be

reliably different, F(1,15) Å 20.44, MSe Å Experiment 2 demonstrates that our pattern
in masked word identification, in which Gen-0.016. For the between subjects design, encod-

ing task (Generate, Read) was a between sub- erate and Read show equivalent priming, oc-
curs under both of the standard design condi-jects factor and prior exposure (old, new) was

a within subject factor. New words were in- tions. Using definitions as generation cues, we
have yet to observe the Read ú Generate úcluded in the analysis to take into account

different false alarm rates in the two encoding New pattern that Weldon (1991) reported for
both word fragment completion and maskedgroups; the difference between old and new

words was taken as a measure of accuracy. word identification.
There was no main effect of encoding task,

EXPERIMENT 3but there were reliably more ‘‘yes’’ responses
to old than to new items, F(1,30) Å 416.44, Experiment 3 was an exact replication of

Experiment 2 except for one change: Here,MSe Å 0.018. The interaction between encod-
ing task and prior exposure was significant, word fragment completion replaced masked

word identification. If the pattern for wordF(1,30) Å 31.29, indicating that the difference
between hits and false alarms was reliably fragment completion is different from that for

masked word identification, we should nowgreater in the Generate than in the Read condi-
tion. see Weldon’s pattern. There are a great many

studies to suggest differential priming fa-The results of the masked word identifica-
tion task indicate that manipulation of encod- voring Read over Generate in word fragment

completion (see Roediger & McDermott,ing task as a between subjects or a within
subject variable does not alter the relative 1993, for a review), so we fully expected to

see this pattern when we switched to that test,amount of priming brought about by Read and
Generate tasks. This outcome is different from indicating that the tests do differ, and that it

is not some feature of how these experimentsthat of Begg and his colleagues (Begg & Roe,
1988; Begg & Snider, 1987; Begg et al., are done in the two laboratories that is critical.
1989), who found an advantage for Generate

Methodover Read on a recognition memory test for
mixed lists (within subject) but not for pure As in Experiment 2, 16 subjects were as-

signed to each of the encoding conditions:lists (between subjects). Given this result, one
might expect that the Read condition would Mixed, Between-Generate, and Between-

Read. An additional subject was discarded foryield lower priming in the within subject con-
dition of Experiment 2. On the other hand, it floor performance. The procedure was identi-

cal to that in Experiment 2 except that theis not surprising that a different result occurred
here with the masked word identification task indirect test was changed from masked word

identification to word fragment completion,because identification and recognition tests
must involve at least some different processes. using the word fragments shown in the Ap-

pendix.Another contrast between Begg’s studies
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471PRIMING PATTERNS ON TWO INDIRECT TESTS

TABLE 3

EXPERIMENT 3: MEAN PROPORTIONS OF CORRECT RESPONSES IN WORD FRAGMENT COMPLETION AND

OF YES RESPONSES IN RECOGNITION AS A FUNCTION OF ENCODING TASK AND DESIGN

Word fragment completion Recognition

Design Generate Read New Generate Read New

Within .39 .53 .23 .95 .67 .12
(.18) (.15) (.08) (.09) (.17) (.10)

Between-generate .37 — .25 .94 — .13
(.13) (.12) (.07) (.11)

Between-read — .62 .30 — .82 .21
(.13) (.13) (.10) (.17)

Note. Standard deviations are shown in parentheses.

Results and Discussion tween subjects condition. This analysis indi-
cated that, averaging across old and newThe mean proportions of words generated
items, successful fragment completion wasincorrectly in the encoding phase were .11 in
more likely in the Read group than in the Gen-the within subject case and .07 in the Be-
erate group, F(1,30) Å 18.32, MSe Å 0.020,tween-Generate case. One subject made a sin-
and that old items (generated or read) weregle error in the Between-Read condition. The
completed more frequently than new items,mean proportions of fragments correctly com-
F(1,30)Å 60.75, MSe Å 0.012. There was alsopleted on the word fragment completion test,
an interaction between encoding task and priorconditionalized on correct responding during
exposure, indicating that the effect of priorencoding, are shown at the left of Table 3.
exposure (priming) was reliably greater in theThe pattern of means was the same for the
Read group, F(1,30) Å 12.92. Given that therewithin subject and the between subjects de-
was more priming in the Read group than insigns: Although priming was obtained in the
the Generate group, an additional test forGenerate condition, considerably greater
priming in the Generate group was conducted.priming was observed in the Read condition.
This test found a reliable priming effect,This is the familiar pattern for word fragment
F(1,15) Å 6.42, MSe Å 0.017.completion, in sharp contrast to what we have

The mean hit and false alarm rates on thebeen observing for masked word identifica-
recognition test for each design are shown attion.
the right in Table 3. These means indicateAn ANOVA on proportion correct in the
that subjects were more likely to recognizewithin subject condition found a reliable dif-
generated than read words in both designs, asference among the three encoding conditions,
usual. This was confirmed for the within sub-F(2,30) Å 27.68, MSe Å 0.013. Subsequent
ject design by an ANOVA comparing Readplanned comparisons indicated that there was
and Generate scores, F(1,15) Å 55.61, MSe Åreliable priming in the Generate condition
0.011. For the between subjects design, anwhen compared to the New condition, F(1,15)
ANOVA with encoding task (Generate, Read)Å 10.20, MSeÅ 0.016, and that the completion
and prior exposure (old, new) was used torate was reliably greater in the Read than in
assess recognition performance, following thethe Generate condition, F(1,15) Å 18.06, MSe

logic of Experiment 2. The ANOVA found noÅ 0.011. A mixed factor ANOVA with encod-
overall difference due to encoding task, F õing task (Generate, Read) as a between sub-
1, but there were reliably more ‘‘yes’’ re-jects factor and prior exposure (Generate/
sponses to old than to new items, F(1,30) ÅRead, New) as a repeated measures factor was

used to compare priming effects in the be- 672.43, MSe Å 0.012. There also was an inter-
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action between encoding task and prior expo- Method
sure, indicating that the difference between

Eighteen subjects took part in the study.
hits and false alarms was reliably greater in

The data from two additional subjects were
the Generate than in the Read condition,

discarded due to performance near the ceiling
F(1,30) Å 12.50. or the floor. The 20 Read and 20 Generate

The results of Experiment 3 stand in clear trials were now blocked during study, with
contrast to those of Experiment 2 and most 9 subjects receiving each block order during
of our prior studies using the masked word study.
identification test. We had absolutely no dif-
ficulty producing the gradient pattern typically Results and Discussion
seen in word fragment completion, with more

The mean proportion of items not correctlypriming for words that subjects had read than
produced during the encoding phase in thefor words that they had generated, although
Generate task was .12; there were no errorsthere was still reliable priming even for the
on Read items. On the left side, Table 4 dis-generated words. Thus, Weldon’s different
plays the mean proportions of correctly identi-pattern in masked word identification is not
fied items in the masked word identificationsimply the result of different laboratories pro-
test. A repeated measures ANOVA on encod-ducing different results.
ing task (Generate, Read, New) indicated a
reliable effect, F(2,34) Å 22.69, MSe Å 0.020.

EXPERIMENT 4 To unpack this overall effect, we did two fur-
ther ANOVAs. The first compared the Gener-In Experiments 1 and 2, as in our prior work
ate and New conditions, confirming reliable

using masked word identification (Masson &
priming in the Generate condition, F(1,17) Å

MacLeod, 1992), we observed equivalent
26.51, MSe Å 0.026. The second ANOVA

priming for read and for generated words.
compared performance in the Generate and

However, in all of those experiments, we had Read conditions, confirming that they did not
mixed the two tasks randomly during study. differ, F õ 1. Power to detect a difference of
Weldon (1991) blocked her study tasks, hav- .09 between these two conditions was esti-
ing subjects do all of the trials of one task mated to be .59.
before any of the trials of another task. Could We also did an analysis of the masked word
blocking account for the different patterns in identification data including block order as a
her data and in ours? variable (2 blocks by 3 test conditions). The

Blocking certainly does have powerful ef- point of this analysis was to consider the pos-
fects elsewhere in the memory literature. As a sibility of processing ‘‘leakage’’ between the
recent illustration, Thapar and Greene (1994) two blocks, particularly when Read precedes
showed that the advantage of semantic pro- Generate. When the first block involves read-
cessing over nonsemantic processing was ing, subjects may, during the second block
greater when the conditions were blocked than (generation), image the word as if it had been
when they were mixed at the time of encoding read; this would be unlikely to happen when
on several indirect measures of memory, in- the Generate block came first because there
cluding word fragment completion (Experi- would be no experience with reading in the
ment 1) and masked word identification (Ex- experiment. If such contamination were oc-
periment 2). This design manipulation, how- curring during generation in the Read then
ever, had no effect on direct measures such Generate order, this could help to compensate
as recognition (Experiment 4) and recall (Ex- for the ‘‘true’’ smaller priming in the Generate
periments 5 and 6). The present experiment condition, according to a view such as that of
directly examined this design issue by Roediger (1990). The upshot is that we found
blocking the Read and Generate tasks during no evidence of ‘‘leakage’’: The main effect

of block order was unreliable, F õ 1, as wasstudy prior to masked word identification.
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TABLE 4

EXPERIMENT 4: MEAN PROPORTIONS OF CORRECT RESPONSES IN MASKED WORD IDENTIFICATION AND

OF YES RESPONSES IN RECOGNITION AS A FUNCTION OF ENCODING TASK

Masked word identification Recognition

Generate Read New Generate Read New

.62 .62 .34 .92 .62 .13
(.26) (.29) (.24) (.12) (.20) (.10)

Note. Standard deviations are shown in parentheses.

its interaction with test condition, F(2,32) Å same as those in our previous experiments:
generate from a brief definition and read2.17, MSe Å 0.019, p Å .13. If anything, the

trend in the interaction suggested that the task aloud. The third task required subjects to read
a word aloud and then to say the first worddone first at study benefitted more at test.

Turning now to the recognition test data, that came to mind (i.e., provide an associate).
We refer to this task as the Associate task.the mean proportions of hits and false alarms

are shown on the right side of Table 4. An Given that we were using three different en-
coding tasks, two of which involved presenta-ANOVA applied to performance on just the

studied items (hits) indicated that subjects tion of isolated words, we decided to present
the tasks in a blocked format to reduce thewere reliably better at recognizing words from

the Generate as opposed to the Read condi- possibility of confusion regarding which task
ought to be performed on each trial.tion, F(1,17) Å 29.73, MSe Å 0.027.

Experiment 4 makes clear that the priming Because this experiment originally was de-
signed for another purpose, the materials andeffects observed both here and in our prior

work (Masson & MacLeod, 1992) do not procedures were not identical to those in Ex-
periments 1–4, although they were quite simi-hinge on whether the encoding tasks are inter-

mingled or separated. Blocking encoding did lar. The outcome of the experiment, however,
turned out to be crucial for the issue of whynot alter our basic pattern of equivalent prim-

ing in masked word identification for the Read Weldon (1991, Experiment 1) and Masson and
MacLeod (1992) obtained different patternsand Generate conditions. Unlike the case of

type of processing effects (Thapar & Greene, of priming in masked word identification. As
it happens, in addition to blocking her encod-1994), blocking versus mixing these two con-

ditions is not the critical difference between ing conditions, Weldon also always used more
than two encoding conditions, including in ad-Weldon’s (1991) finding and ours. What, then,

does make the difference? dition to generation and reading other encod-
ing tasks involving auditory presentation and

EXPERIMENT 5 picture naming. Although unanticipated, her
choice of this combination of number andExperiments 1–4 showed that basic design

differences, materials, and reporting instruc- blocking of encoding conditions was critical.
tions are not responsible for the differences in

Methodmasked word identification between our re-
sults and those of Weldon (1991). An over- Thirty-six subjects took part in the study.

The data from six additional subjects were notsight on our part became apparent, however,
in a further experiment that we had originally included because performance was at ceiling

or floor. Order of presentation of the threeconducted for other reasons. In Experiment 5,
for the first time, three different encoding encoding task blocks was counterbalanced.

The Generate and Read conditions were settasks are included. Two of the tasks were the
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TABLE 5

EXPERIMENTS 5 AND 6: MEAN PROPORTIONS OF CORRECT RESPONSES IN MASKED WORD

IDENTIFICATION AND IN RECALL AS A FUNCTION OF ENCODING TASK

Masked word identification Recall

Design Generate Read Assoc. New Generate Read Assoc. New

Experiment 5
Blocked .58 .67 .64 .53 .26 .07 .29 .01

(.24) (.24) (.24) (.25) (.12) (.07) (.14) (.00)
Experiment 6

Mixed .65 .66 .72 .57 .28 .06 .22 .02
(.22) (.25) (.24) (.26) (.14) (.08) (.10) (.06)

Note. Standard deviations are shown in parentheses. ‘‘Assoc.’’ refers to the condition where subjects first read a
word and then produced an associate to that word.

up as in the earlier experiments. Associate tri- Moreover, subjects who performed the Gener-
ate task after the Read task identified reliablyals were set up similarly to Read trials, except

that subjects said the first word that came to more Read than Generate items, F(1,11) Å
6.36, MSe Å 0.013. Thus, Experiment 5 pro-mind after reading aloud the target word.
vides no evidence that identification of Gener-

Results and Discussion ate items benefits from leakage of processing
operations from the Read to the Generate task.The mean proportion of words that subjects

failed to produce in the Generate encoding The mean proportions of items reported on
the recall test, now the direct test of memory,task was .04. The mean proportions of cor-

rectly identified targets in the masked word are shown at the top right side of Table 5.
Targets reported in the New condition wereidentification task are shown on the top left

side of Table 5. An ANOVA with encoding considered intrusions because subjects were
instructed to recall only items that had ap-task (Generate, Read, Associate, and New) as

a within subject factor indicated that there peared in the encoding phase of the experi-
ment. An ANOVA comparing performance inwere reliable differences among the four en-

coding conditions, F(3,105) Å 15.10, MSe Å the three conditions involving studied items
showed that they differed reliably, F(2,70) Å0.010. Planned comparisons showed that the

Generate condition produced reliable priming 57.78, MSe Å 0.009. Pairwise comparisons in-
dicated that both the Generate and the Associ-relative to the New condition, F(1,35) Å 4.70,

MSe Å 0.010, but that identification accuracy ate items were better recalled than the Read
items, F(1,35) Å 79.62, MSe Å 0.008, andwas higher in the Read than in the Generate

condition, F(1,35) Å 13.55, MSe Å 0.011. A F(1,35) Å 80.65, MSe Å 0.011, respectively.
These results show that both of the conceptu-final comparison showed that there was no

reliable difference between the Read and As- ally driven encoding tasks led to better recall
than did the reading task, the standard patternsociate conditions, F õ 1.1.

As in Experiment 4, the possibility that en- for direct tests.
An implication of the finding that the Readcoding task effects were influenced by the or-

der of encoding task presentation was assessed and Associate conditions produced similar
amounts of priming, whereas the Generatewith an additional ANOVA that included or-

der of encoding task as a factor. There was condition produced less priming, is that the
conceptual basis for priming effects wasno reliable effect of encoding task order,

F(2,33) Å 1.48, MSe Å 0.197, nor any interac- weakened in Experiment 5, relative to the
prior experiments. We have argued that thetion between order and encoding task, F õ 1.
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brief presentation of a whole word can make ing or floor. In the encoding phase, subjects
were now given instructions for all three en-contact with memory for conceptual pro-

cessing carried out during the study phase. coding tasks before any trials began and were
informed at the start of each trial which taskThe results of Experiment 5 suggest that there

are circumstances under which such contact to perform on that trial.
fails to occur, although the exact causes of

Results and Discussionthat failure are unclear.
Experiment 5 is our first to obtain greater The proportion of Generate trials on

which subjects failed to produce the correctpriming of masked word identification after
reading items than after generating them from target during encoding was .03. The mean

proportions of correct responses on thethe type of cues used here. We used these
same materials in an earlier study (Masson & masked word identification and recall tasks

are shown at the bottom of Table 5. An AN-MacLeod, 1992, Experiment 1), and similar
materials in Experiments 1–4, all of which OVA of the identification data indicated that

there were differences among the four en-produced about as much or more priming after
generation as after reading. What sets Experi- coding conditions, F(3,69) Å 14.28, MSe Å

0.006. Planned comparisons were conductedment 5 apart from these earlier experiments
is the inclusion of three different encoding as in Experiment 5, and showed that there

was reliable priming in the Generate condi-tasks during study. This design is very similar
to that used by Weldon (1991, Experiment 1), tion relative to the New condition, F(1,23)

Å 16.22, MSe Å 0.005, and that performancein which four different encoding tasks were
presented in blocked format during study. in the Generate and Read conditions was not

reliably different, F õ 1. Power to detect aWeldon also found reliably more priming in
masked word identification in the Read condi- difference of .09 between these two condi-

tions was estimated to be greater than .99.tion than in the Generate condition. The simi-
larity in these two outcomes raises the possi- In addition, the advantage in the Associate

condition relative to the Read condition ap-bility that differential priming in the Read and
Generate conditions may be associated with proached significance, F(1,23) Å 4.26, MSe

Å 0.010, p õ .06.blocked presentation of at least three different
encoding tasks. Experiment 6 examines this For the direct recall test, the pattern was

as in Experiment 5. There were reliable dif-possibility.
ferences among the three encoding condi-

EXPERIMENT 6 tions, F(2,46) Å 38.32, MSe Å 0.008. Pair-
wise comparisons showed that items in theIf better performance in the Read as com-

pared with the Generate condition was due Generate and in the Associate conditions
were recalled more often than items in theto the blocked presentation of at least three

encoding tasks, then mixing the three encod- Read condition, F(1,23) Å 54.45, MSe Å
0.011, and F(1,23) Å 52.03, MSe Å 0.006,ing tasks used in Experiment 5 should result

in the pattern we have typically found in the respectively.
The masked word identification results ofpast: similar performance in the Generate and

Read conditions. Therefore, Experiment 6 was Experiment 6 replicated our typical finding:
Read and Generate conditions produceda replication of Experiment 5 with the only

change being mixed rather than blocked pre- very similar amounts of priming. The only
difference between Experiments 5 and 6 wassentation of the three encoding tasks.
in how the three different encoding tasks

Method were presented. When they were presented
in blocked format (Experiment 5), our pat-Twenty-four subjects took part in this ex-

periment. Two additional subjects were tested tern of priming effects replicated that of
Weldon (1991, Experiment 1), in whichbut their data were not included in the analyses

because their performance levels were at ceil- reading led to more priming than generating.
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This was the only instance in all of our ex- finding (Masson & MacLeod, 1992) of similar
amounts of priming for these two encodingperiments using masked word identification

with definitions as generation cues where we tasks on the masked word identification task.
Second, we replicated the finding that readingobtained her pattern. Furthermore, shifting

to a mixed encoding format in Experiment leads to more priming than generating on the
word fragment completion task (Blaxton,6, but making no other procedural changes,

brought the levels of priming in the Generate 1989; Srinivas & Roediger, 1990; Weldon,
1991). Third, under conditions similar to thoseand Read conditions back into line with one

another. used by Weldon (1991, Experiment 1), we
replicated her finding of more priming onThis change in amount of priming seen in

the three encoding conditions across the last masked word identification after reading than
after generating. In obtaining two differenttwo experiments was examined by an AN-

OVA with encoding task (Generate, Read, patterns of results with the masked word iden-
tification task, we demonstrated that differen-Associate, and New) and Experiment (5 and

6) as factors. There was no main effect of tial priming for the Read and Generate encod-
ing conditions occurs only under rather cir-Experiment, F õ 1, but there was a signifi-

cant main effect of encoding task, F(3,174) cumscribed conditions. In conjunction with
the Weldon results, these findings allow theÅ 23.57, MSe Å 0.008, and a significant in-

teraction, F(3,174) Å 2.94. The reliable in- following conclusion: For the Generate task
used by Weldon and by us, only when theteraction confirms that the amount of prim-

ing changed across experiments. Three Read and Generate encoding tasks are com-
bined with at least a third encoding task—andadditional ANOVAs were computed to de-

termine where the change occurred. These the resulting collection of tasks is presented in
a blocked format—does an advantage of ReadANOVAs compared each of the Generate,

Read, and Associate encoding conditions in over Generate appear in masked word identi-
fication.turn to the New condition, with Experiment

as a second factor. All of these ANOVAs To conduct an especially powerful test of
the possibility that Generate and Read con-found a reliable priming effect and no effect

of Experiment, but the question of interest ditions produce different amounts of prim-
ing under design parameters that vary fromwas whether the priming effect interacted

with Experiment. The ANOVAs comparing those adopted by Weldon (1991, Experiment
1) and by us in Experiment 5, we combinedGenerate to New and Associate to New

found no interaction, Fs õ 1, indicating that the data from those two conditions across
Experiments 1, 2 (including data only fromthe amount of priming produced by these

two encoding tasks was not significantly dif- the within subject condition), 4, and 6 for a
total sample size of 94 subjects. The meanferent in the two experiments. In contrast,

the interaction between the Read vs. New identification proportions for the Generate
and Read conditions (.60 vs. .62) were notcomparison and Experiment did approach

significance, F(1,58) Å 3.04, MSe Å 0.008, reliably different, F(1,93) Å 1.90, MSe Å
0.011. The power of this analysis to detectp õ .10, supporting the conclusion that

priming was greater in the Read condition a difference of .09 (equal to that found by
Weldon in Experiment 1 and by us in Exper-when a blocked design was used rather than

a mixed design. iment 5), was greater than .99.
Taken together with our earlier work com-

GENERAL DISCUSSION paring Read and Generate tasks (Masson &
MacLeod, 1992), the experiments reportedIn this series of experiments, we have repli-

cated a number of fundamental results involv- here show that for the masked word identi-
fication task the more general finding is sim-ing relative amounts of priming on indirect

tests of memory arising from read and genera- ilar amounts of priming with the two encod-
ing tasks. The results reported by Weldontion encoding tasks. First, we replicated our
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(1991, Experiment 1) represent an exception ceptual episodes in memory (Masson & Mac-
Leod, 1992, 1996). This is a reasonable claimthat appears to depend on a particular con-

fluence of design features. Our earlier exper- given demonstrations of semantic or associa-
tive priming effects obtained under binoculariments, however, also showed that the Read

task can yield greater priming than certain masking conditions such as those used in
masked word identification (Carr & Dagen-Generate tasks, particularly those that in-

duce subjects to integrate target words with bach, 1990; Dagenbach, Carr, & Wilhelmsen,
1989; de Groot, 1983; Lukatela & Turvey,their generation cues (Masson & MacLeod,

1992, Experiments 2, 6, 8, and 9; see also 1994) and the tendency to report semantically
related intrusions (e.g., reporting jazz insteadJacoby, 1983b). In the Masson and MacLeod

study, we argued that integrated encoding of the target word blues) when attempting to
identify briefly presented target words (All-of a target and its generation cue made it

less likely that the target word would recruit port, 1977). Building on these findings, we
suggest that a briefly presented target canthe earlier encoding episode when that target

was later tested in isolation. make contact with an earlier episode in which
the word was generated from a conceptualOur finding that word fragment comple-

tion and masked word identification yield cue, but never physically seen.
In contrast to the masked word identifica-different patterns of read/generate effects

poses a theoretical puzzle, but it is certainly tion task, in which the entire target word is
visible, a word fragment or even a three-letternot an anomalous outcome. Earlier research

obtaining dissociations between these two word stem, as used in a substantial number of
studies of indirect tests of memory (e.g., Toth,tasks led investigators to suggest that these

two tasks may depend on different pro- Reingold, & Jacoby, 1994), may not provide
enough constraints for conceptual knowledgecessing operations (Schwartz, 1989; With-

erspoon & Moscovitch, 1989). To under- about the target word to be retrieved. If word
fragments or stems are indeed less likely tostand why word fragment completion and

masked word identification should produce recruit conceptually-based encoding episodes,
then the typical advantage of Read over Gen-different patterns of results with Read and

Generate encoding tasks, we consider next erate encoding conditions seen on these tasks,
and replicated here with word fragments, ishow presentation of a word fragment as op-

posed to a masked but complete target word easily explained.
Our claim regarding the differential abil-might recruit memory for earlier encoding

episodes differently. We then turn to the ity of word fragments or stems on the one
hand, and briefly presented whole words onquestion of why finding different amounts of

identification priming in Generate and Read the other hand, to retrieve conceptual knowl-
edge relevant to the target word runs counterconditions depends on using blocked pre-

sentation of multiple encoding tasks. to a proposal by Keane, Gabrieli, Fennema,
Growdon, and Corkin (1991). In a study

Recruitment of Processing Episodes comparing patients with Alzheimer’s dis-
ease to normal controls, they found that theEarlier accounts of priming in masked word

identification following prior encoding epi- two groups produced equivalent priming on
a variant of the masked word identificationsodes have emphasized the overlap in percep-

tual processes required by the encoding and task for target words that they had read ear-
lier, whereas the patients were impaired intest tasks (e.g., Jacoby, 1983a, 1983b; Ja-

coby & Dallas, 1981; Reinitz & Alexander, the amount of priming obtained on a word
stem completion task. Keane et al. attributed1996; Weldon, 1991). We have proposed that,

in addition to extracting perceptual informa- this pattern to (1) preserved perceptual pro-
cessing, which they assumed was responsi-tion, the brief availability of the entire target

word in the masked word identification task ble for priming in the identification task, and
(2) compromised conceptual processes thatis sufficient to make contact with relevant con-
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ordinarily contributed to priming on the in the Generate condition had been reduced
relative to the Read condition. By consideringstem completion task.

We have two concerns regarding the the comparison between the results of Experi-
ments 5 and 6, however, it appears that theKeane et al. (1991) position. First, the prop-

osition that priming in word stem comple- impact of mixed versus blocked presentation
of encoding tasks is actually on performancetion is driven by a substantial, automatic

conceptual component is contradicted by the in the Read condition. In particular, mixed
presentation of encoding tasks appears to re-Toth et al. (1994) results based on that very

task. Their analysis indicates no uncon- duce identification of Read words.
In an earlier article, we considered thescious influence of conceptually driven en-

coding processes to a subsequent word stem possibility that the degree of conceptual pro-
cessing applied to Read items might be af-completion task. Second, even if the im-

paired performance of Alzheimer’s patients fected by mixed versus blocked presentation
of encoding tasks (Masson & MacLeod,on the stem completion task were due to

conceptual processing deficits, it is not clear 1992, p. 164). Following the proposal by
Begg and Snider (1987), we suggested thatthat the compromised conceptual processes

are the same ones that contribute to en- mixing read and generated items in the same
list might cause subjects to engage in lesshanced performance on the masked word

identification task. There is substantial evi- discriminative encoding of read words (i.e.,
to become ‘‘lazy readers’’). In the interpre-dence (noted earlier) supporting the view

that a briefly presented target word is capa- tive/elaborative encoding framework we
proposed, this reduced discriminative en-ble of automatically retrieving relevant con-

ceptual knowledge. Furthermore, this func- coding would potentially affect both types
of encoding. Thus, even during the initialtion appears to be spared in Alzheimer’s pa-

tients, inasmuch as normal semantic priming interpretive encoding of an item, subjects
might fail to distinguish adequately betweeneffects have been obtained with these pa-

tients (e.g., Nebes, Martin, & Horn, 1984). the target item and other items that might
be recruited during the read aloud task byThus, preserved priming in masked word

identification with Alzheimer’s patients may virtue of their conceptual or orthographic
relation to the target.be produced, in part, by the same conceptual

processing operations that we propose con- If interpretive encoding in the Read task
were compromised in such a way, we wouldtribute to priming effects in normal subjects.
expect reduced priming on a subsequent

When Recruitment of Prior Episodes Fails masked word identification task. This out-
come would be expected because it is mem-We have emphasized the differences be-

tween word fragment completion and masked ory for the interpretive encoding that we
propose underlies priming in that task (Mas-word identification with respect to priming in-

duced by prior processing episodes. It is im- son & MacLeod, 1992). On this account,
then, finding similar amounts of priming onportant to realize, however, that the two tasks

did yield similar outcomes under a circum- read and generated items would be due to
depressed performance on the Read items.scribed set of conditions for the identification

task. Presentation of three different encoding That is, the lack of discriminative encoding
of a Read item would reduce the likelihoodtasks in blocked format led to more priming

in the Read than in the Generate encoding that its encoding episode would be recruited
when the target word was presented on thecondition on the identification task (Experi-

ment 5). This result replicates the earlier find- masked word identification test.
Although this account seems promising,ing by Weldon (1991, Experiment 1) in which

four different encoding tasks were presented it fails to explain why Read did not produce
greater identification accuracy than Gener-in separate blocks. Taken in isolation, the re-

sults of Experiment 5 suggested that priming ate when encoding task was manipulated be-
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tween subjects (Experiment 2) or when only Experiments 5 and 6 cannot plausibly be as-
cribed to intentional retrieval strategies;two encoding tasks were blocked (Experi-

ment 4). Further work will be needed to as- were such strategies involved in that change,
performance in the Generate and Associatesess fully this account of the changing pat-

tern of priming effects. We have, however, conditions should have been affected as
well, perhaps even more. Therefore, differ-established two important points in the de-

bate regarding indirect memory for episodes ential application of intentional retrieval
strategies does not constitute a viable ac-involving Read and Generate tasks, as re-

vealed on the masked word identification count of why Read and Generate encoding
conditions sometimes produce similartask. First, we have established what proce-

dural difference underlies the discrepancy in amounts of priming and why Read encoding
sometimes produces more priming.priming patterns found by Weldon (1991,

Experiment 1) and ourselves (Masson &
ConclusionMacLeod, 1992). Second, we have prelimi-

nary evidence from the comparison between We have argued that the difference between
masked word identification and word frag-Experiments 5 and 6 that the effect of mixed

versus blocked presentation of encoding ment completion with respect to the effects of
Read versus Generate tasks is due to differ-tasks is to alter the amount of priming ob-

served among Read items. ences in automatic recruitment of conceptual
knowledge. Our view is that the availability

Intentional Retrieval of even a brief display of an entire word en-
ables more effective conceptually based re-The experiments reported here were not

designed to address the question of whether, cruitment of prior processing episodes than
does presentation of only part of a word, asor to what extent, intentional retrieval strate-

gies influence the amount of priming found is the case for word fragments. Furthermore,
we maintain that the presence of conceptualin the masked word identification task. We

have worked from the assumption that in- priming on an indirect test does not imply
contamination of that test by conscious recol-fluences from that quarter are minimal. Sup-

port for this assumption comes from studies lection. Rather, we hold that the recruiting of
conceptual aspects of encoding is a normalthat have produced dissociations between

the masked word identification task and di- feature of masked word identification func-
tioning as an indirect test.rect tests of memory (e.g., Allen & Jacoby,

1991; Jacoby & Dallas, 1981; Jacoby 1983a, We also have established that priming on the
masked word identification task brought about1983b). In our earlier work, we have also

obtained dissociations between masked by reading target words can rise above the level
of priming achieved by generating words. Thisword identification and recognition memory

(Masson & MacLeod, 1992, Experiments 5, occurs under a highly specific set of conditions
(blocked presentation of at least three encoding6, and 8). Moreover, Richardson-Klavehn,

Lee, Joubran, and Bjork (1994) showed that tasks). Although we have been unable to de-
velop a satisfying explanation as to why thesedissociations between indirect and direct

tests of memory are attributable to differ- particular conditions render the read encoding
task more effective than the generation task, weences in intentional recollection, even

though subjects may be aware of prior oc- have identified a candidate account for the shift-
ing fortunes of Read and Generate tasks thatcurrence of target words on the indirect test.

Thus, awareness of past occurrence does not offers guidance for further exploration of how
processing fluency is enhanced by memory fornecessarily imply that indirect test perfor-

mance is driven by deliberate attempts to prior events. We have also made it clear that
the normal pattern in masked word identificationremember previously encoded items. Fi-

nally, the change in amount of priming is for priming to be equivalent for read and
generated words.found in the Read encoding condition across
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APPENDIX

THE 60 TARGET WORDS, FRAGMENTS, AND DEFINITIONS

USED IN EXPERIMENTS 1–4 (FROM WELDON, 1991)

Word Fragment Definition

ambulance a--ula-c- paramedic’s vehicle - a?
arrow -r--w an archer shoots a bow and - a?
ashtray --ht-ay place to put a cigarette butt - a?
balloon --l-oo- helium - b?
bicycle --c--le 10-speed - b?
cactus -ac-u- desert plant - c?
camera -ame-a a photographer takes a picture with a - c?
canoe ---oe Indians paddle a - c?
carrot c---ot Bugs Bunny ate this orange vegetable - c?
diamond -ia--nd gem in an engagement ring - d?
elephant -lep--n- a large grey animal with tusks - e?
envelope -nve---e you put a stamp on an - e?
escalator -sca--t-- moving stairs - e?
fireplace -ir-p-a-e you burn logs in this in the winter to get warm - f?
flower f--we- daisy - f?
football -oo--al- autumn sport - f?
giraffe --r-f-e African animal with a long neck - g?
grasshopper -ra-s-o-p-- green insect, related to locusts and katydids - g?
helicopter -e-ico---r an aircraft that can fly straight up and down - h?
igloo i-lo- Eskimo’s ice house - i?
intestines in--stin-s where food goes after digestion in the stomach - i?
kangaroo -a-g-r-o Australian animal that has a pouch and hops - k?
lobster l-bs--- this sea animal has claws (similar to a crab) - l?
microscope -i-ros-op- instrument used to magnify blood cells - m?
motorcycle -oto--y--- a Harley-Davidson is a type of - m?
mountain m-un--in larger than a hill - m?
needle n--d-e this is difficult to find in a haystack - n?
newspaper -ew--ape- the New York Times is one - n?
octopus --topu- a sea animal with eight tentacles - o?
ostrich -s-ri-h a bird with valuable feathers that buries its head in the

sand - o?
parachute -ar-ch-t- sky-divers need a - p?
peanut -e-nu- snack food that can be dry-roasted and/or salted - p?
pencil -e-c-l an eraser is on the end of a - p?
penguin pe--ui- an Antarctic bird that wears a tuxedo - p?
piano -i--o baby grand - p?
pyramid -yr-mi- a large, triangular structure in Egypt - p?
refrigerator -efri---ato- an appliance that keeps food cool - r?
rhinoceros --in-ce-os an animal that resembles a hippopotamus, but has a horn - r?
sandwich s--d-i-h ham and cheese on rye - s?
saxophone sa-op-on- a jazz instrument, related to the trumpet and trombone - s?
scissors --isso-- you cut paper with these - s?
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APPENDIX—Continued

Word Fragment Definition

screwdriver s--ew-ri-e- tool for twisting bolts into the wall - s?
skunk -ku-k animal that sprays an awful odor - s?
snowman -no--an Frosty the - s?
squirrel s-ui-re- animal that stores acorns - s?
submarine --bm-ri-e a vessel that travels underwater and has a periscope - s?
suitcase --itc-se luggage - s?
sweater -w-ate- knit a wool - s?
telescope --le-c-pe instrument for star-gazing - t?
television -e-ev--i-n you watch prime time shows on - t?
thermometer -her--m-te- instrument containing mercury for measuring temperature - t?
toaster to-s--r applicance for making sliced bread warm and crisp in the

morning - t?
toothbrush to-t--rus- object for oral hygiene - t?
tornado -orn-d- another name for a cyclone or twister - t?
turkey t-r--y main course on Thanksgiving - t?
typewriter t--e-rit-- secretaries have this piece of equipment - t?
umbrella -m-re-l- this protects you from the rain - u?
unicorn -n-cor- a mythical animal with a horn on its forehead - u?
violin -io--n string instrument played by Itzhak Perlman - v?
watermelon -ate--elo- a summer fruit related to a cantaloupe - w?
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